
CHAIN LUBRICATION

Every chain in , Ltd. is lubricated and conserved in the last operation, but during the next usage periodic 

lubrication is necessary . Insufficient lubrication often causes excessive elongation or failure.

The lubrication type is already determined at the chain transmission project, and by this are also determined the

lubricating intervals. Three types of lubrication are determined by standard CSN 014809 and by Diagrams 1

and 2. Recommended lubrication according to Diagrams 1 and 2 are the minimal conditions. It is recommended

to use the closest efficient lubricating process according to your possibilities.

It is also efficient to follow the instructions of machine and transmission producers, and technical advances

from 

Efficiency of different lubrication types is described in Diagram 4.

Diagram 4  Lubrication influence on the elongation
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Curve     indicates the chain running without lubricating (dry conditions). These conditions lead to a strong joint wear,

                 where corrosion elements owing to friction appears and slip surfaces are seizing. This can lead to a

                 hard joint (seize) and in extreme cases even to chain breakage.

Curve     indicates the influence of lubricant efficiency, which is applicated on the chain by producer. The wear

                 process is slowing down, until the lubricating qualities of the lubricant coating are decreased. After this time, 

                 if the chain is not lubricated again, it works without lubrication (dry conditions). Then the wear course is the same

                 as at curve .

Curve     describes the wear ratio at irregular lubrication, when the chain works for some time without lubricant between

                 lubricating intervals. Steep parts of the curve show the work without lubricant.

Curve     shows the effect of unsuitable bad-quality dirty lubricant, or its absence to the chain wear. In this case

                 the uneven wear in the joints appears.

Curve     describes the optimal lubrication. The slip surfaces in the joints are uniformly polished, the wear is not almost

                 not measurable. The lubricant is not contaminated by products from the wear. There is a minimum

                 chain longation according to the chain wear.
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